
Healthy water of
the highest quality

Aquastop

Automatic cleaning system

Water quality detector

High Efficiency Direct Flow

Digital screen

Faucet with two options of Water

It produces water of low or medium mineralization, free of physi-
cal, plastic, chemical and bacteriological residues. It is of excellent 
flavor and ideal for drinking or cooking.

Virgin incorporates a water leak detector to automatically block 
the equipment in the event of a water leak

The Virgin equipment automatically cleans the membrane with 
clean water every 24 hours, thus achieving optimum equipment 
performance, preventing fouling and prolonging the useful life of 
the membrane.

The Sistema Intelligent Purify  incorporates a digital meter of the 
quality of the water as it is purified and filtered.

Virgin achieves a water production of 1.4 liters per minute. The 
water is produced instantly and, as it is not accumulated, it is a 
safe water since it prevents the proliferation of bacteria and 
viruses. 

It has a very intuitive display that represents all the functions and 
water quality. It also warns you of the state of the filters.

The tap has two positions, one for medium mineralization and 
one for weak mineralization.

®

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUME

0,7L/LITER OF WATER
PRODUCED

KM0. WATER
ZERO PLASTICS

ZERO FUEL
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Mineral Water Cost /
Savings with

Hidrosalud System
(€/year)

1006,5
1372,5
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3385,5
3843
4209

Mineral water
Total consumption

for Kitchen (l/d)
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Total 
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water(l/d)
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Total 
consumption 
House (l/d)            

5,5                        
7,5                             
9,5                       
11,5                     
14,5                    
16,5                   
18,5                       
21                         
23

FAMILY SAVINGS TABLE 

Ecology 
and life 
At Hidrosalud we believe that ecology and life go hand 
in hand. We show that thanks to responsible water 
consumption we make the product cheaper since we 
eliminate accessory elements of the water, such as 
transport or sanitization and sanitation processes.

Being water of Km0, we implement water savings,
being our Ecological System Water    the most efficient 
in the
market.

Slim has a 500 gallon membrane, which performs 
minimal water rejection relative to others. Exactly three 
times less than conventional equipment. 

If we add health to saving and caring for the 
environment, we have the perfect product: perfect 

1 liter produced
3 liters rejected

1 liter produced
0.7 liters rejected

with Conventional Osmosis with Slim

Water Choice System® 
Water Choice System® means that you can choose the water flavor 
that best suits your palate by pressing the “Mix” sensor. Water 
mixing systemNEW




